FIS CREDIT INTELLIGENCE
WITH C3 AI

Next-Generation Credit Analysis to
Accelerate Portfolio Growth
For many firms, credit analysis remains a
hugely manual process that’s both time- and
labor-intensive. As the pace of change accelerates,
asset managers and investors need new ways to
generate greater insight and returns.

intelligence (AI) and machine-learning technology,
this advanced solution not only captures and
digitizes financials; it enables intelligent and big
data-driven decisions.

FIS® Credit Intelligence with C3 AI, transforms
how you analyze, benchmark and visualize your loan
portfolios for greater efficiency and better results.
Developed from the ground up with artificial

MAKE SMARTER
DECISIONS FASTER
Optimize your portfolio with
near-real-time compliance,
deal-specific characteristics and
performance, and visualized
borrower financial statements
and metric reporting.

ACCURATELY
ANALYZE INVESTMENT
OPPORTUNITIES

SPEED UP PROCESSES

Seamlessly connect with
front-to-back-office solutions via
Pinpoint investment opportunities tight integrations with FIS® Buy
more effectively without
Side Portfolio Manager (formerly
abandoning the methodologies
Virtus from FIS Glide), Connect
that work best for you.
Nexus and other workflows
through API and data feeds.

FIS CREDIT INTELLIGENCE WITH C3 AI
Next-Generation Credit Analysis to Accelerate Portfolio Growth

INCREASE PRODUCTIVITY WITH
INTUITIVE DATA

STAY AHEAD OF THE COMPETITION
Bring advanced machine learning and AI big data
technology into your credit analysis with a solution
that continuously learns.

Gain new efficiencies with loan portfolio data
visualizations and digitized financial statements
and metric reporting.

COMMUNICATE YOUR PORTFOLIO
STRATEGY WITH IMPACT
Uncover new perspectives and insights on your
portfolio data to more effectively communicate
your investment strategy to investors.

Snapshot view of your income statement

Visualize your balance sheet and cashflow statement

Take your credit analysis to the next level.
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structured platform clients*
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in assets under administration*
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